1. ORAL HEALTH PRACTICES AMONG THE ELDERLY PEOPLE OF MALOLOS, BULACAN
   Maria Jona D. Godoy, PhD ; Pearly P. Lim, PhD; Shirley S. Wong, PhD

2. COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY PROGRAMS OF SELECTED FOREIGN SCHOOLS: BASIS OF A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY
   Rowena E. Mercado, PhD

3. MOTIVATION ACROSS THE EDUCATIONAL CONTINUUM: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PERCEIVED EXTENT OF INFLUENCE OF SELECTED FACTORS
   Lilia T. Co, PhD

   Felipe Wilfredo M. Espineli, PhD

5. EIGHTY YEARS OF DENTAL EDUCATION: THE CASE OF A PIONEER COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
   Mary Iodine Sauco Lacanienta, PhD

STUDENT RESEARCHES

1. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SINAMAY FIBERS AS DENTAL FLOSS
   Mark Lawrence G. Culla; Julius A. Maligaya; Ben B. Pagaduan Jr.; John Roger N. Tabuco,; Constante B. Ulanimo Jr.

2. THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ON THE SURFACE OF THE TOOTH ENAMEL
   Mercene, Jane Frances C., Narvaez, Peniel G., Hollis, Whimple E., de Leon, Marie Marjorie A., Garcia, Almira Dulce F.

3. EFFECTIVENESS OF MANGO SEED EXTRACT AS A CURE FOR DRY LIPS
   Denise Frances M. Alleje; Mae O. Delos Reyes; Aileen S. Padilla; Camille L. Sunga; Elaine Rose V. Villegas

4. EFFECTS OF VIRGIN COCONUT OIL IN THE ORAL MICROFLORA
   Elaine Susan O. Andres, Jey Nica P. Eugenio, Shiela Mae M. Ibarra, Marvin C. Punongbayan, Grace Ann Salandanan
5. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LUFFA AS A TONGUE SCRAPER  
   Austria, Laurice Marie Arabella T.; Puzon, Franz Joshua D.A.;  
   Ramos, Xavier B.; Sumague, Jeffrey M.

6. THE EFFECT OF GINGER ROOT (Zingiber Officinale) AS IMMEDIATE RELEIF FOR TOOTHACHE  
   Javier, Salee Rochelle; Palmea, Janel; Tancio, Marie Grace; Magpali, Joseph; Yeh, Wesley; Dr. Rowena Mercado

7. EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER AND FLAVORED SYRUP IN THE ENAMEL AND DENTIN SLICES OF ANTERIOR PERMANENT TEETH  
   Marwh Odess R. Bautista, Ma. Angela Francesca A. Libas, Jacqueline Princess L. Lim, Marikit T. Magkalas

8. THE EFFECTS OF SEVEN SELECTED HERB EXTRACTS TO THE ORAL HEALTH OF ACTIVE SMOOKERS  
   A. D. Ada; K A T. Catli; M C. Japzon; S P L R. Jurado; K M R. Ponti

9. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EGGPLANT LEAVES TOOTHPASTE AS AN ANTI-PLAQUE AGENT  

10. THE INTRA-EXAMINER AND INTER-EXAMINER VARIATION OF PROBING DEPTH MEASUREMENT USING THREE TYPES OF MANUAL PROBE  
    Donna L del Rosario, Maria Charlie O. Gabon., Kristian Martin A. Gonzalez, Thea Marie E. Maynes, Joanne V. Penaranda

11. EFFECT OF MALUNGGAY (“MORINGA OLIFERA”) LEAVES EXTRACT IN SALIVA OF PATIENTS WITH GINGIVITIS  
    Hazel Gale J. Sevilla ; Janelle R. Sumaya; Jaymie L. Tantianpact;  
    Jeffrey V. Ang; Marian Cristi P. Tamayo

12. EFFECTIVENESS OF ALOE VERA (ALOE BARBADENSIS) GEL IN PREVENTING DIMENSIONAL CHANGE OF ALGINATE IMPRESSION MATERIALS  
    Aldea, Kristine O.; Bautista, Raechelle Ann G.; Galicia, Marjorie V.;  
    Leviste, Vivien Pauline G.; Malolos, Shiela Marie M._

13. CLINICIANS PERCEPTION ON THE USE OF LOCAL ANESTHESIA IN DIFFERENT DENTAL PROCEDURES  
    Abarquez, Celeste Joy ; Avellaneda, May B. ; Gozon, Tatialen Crishziel ; Ligacion, Ma. Jhunemma M.; Villasin, Yanika M.;  
    Dr. S. San Miguel; Dr. M. I. Lacanienta

14. ASSESSMENT OF GREEN PAPAYA EXTRACT (CARICA PAPAYA) AS TEETH WHITENING AGENT  
    Alcantara, A.J., Anarna, I.A., Briones, S. K., Romeo, H.M., Salazar, M. C., Panahe Zadeh, R.,  
    Dr. M. J. Andres, Dr. M. W. Martinez
15. A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RICE HUSK (IPA) AND PUMICE AS A POLISHING AGENT
   N.M.Badawi, S.K.Choi, J.K.Kim, B.Rezaallah, Dr. J.L.Fernandez, Dr. P.P.Lim

16. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BRANDED ORAL MOUTH RINSES AND PARLEY SEED EXTRACT IN REDUCING HALITOSIS
   John Michael Antonio, Ma. Alexandra Krizia Comia, Jeanette Fernandez, Rhea Marievic Lanto, Wildelle Hope L.Quiozon, Dr. Adalia P. Amoyo, Dr. Maria Wanda Martinez

17. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE LEVEL OF AWARENESS ON THE PROPER OOTHTHRUSHING REGIMEN
   Arago, Kathrine Grace D.; Dizon, Marylka P.; Khadematolesoul, Mahdi T.; Macaspac, Alida Grace A.; Trias, Aleriza Marya L.; Dr. Helen Hallare

18. RELIABILITY OF PATIENT PROVIDER IN THE COMPLETION OF THE CLINICAL REQUIREMENTS OF CLINICIANS: AN ASSESSMENT
   de Guzman, Aizza Zarina A.; Latiza, Hazel B.; Mendoza, Kristine Kaye C. Paloma, Anna Kathrina B.; Mercado, R., Lacanienta, M.I. S.

19. MUTAGENIC EFFECT OF SELECTED COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE MOUTHWASH
   Roma V. de Leon; Cris Paolo D. Doromal; Glareh Grami; Aaron Neal Y. Lu; Angeline L. See; Hans Lu; Maria Wanda Martinez

20. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COCONUT ENDOCARP (BAO) AS PAIN RELIEVER
   Briones, Michael C.; De Guzman, Cyril; Lavarias, Kirk Glenn C.; Paraggua, Richard M.

21. EFFECTIVENESS OF COCONUT ASH AS AMALGAM POLISHER
   Charissa T. Aquino; Diana D. Malupeng; Ethel Jonna M. Quilao; Ria A. Santos; Effatparvar Morteza; Dr. Maria Wanda Martinez

22. THE PERCEIVED EFFECTIVENESS OF GREEN MANGO EXTRACT IN SOFTENING CALCULAR DEPOSITS: A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
   Jennifer D. Abistado; Krystal Kaye T. Baria; Heizel L. Bucad; Thelma Regina Claire O. Padero; Rowena P. Sanz; Mr. Hans Lu; Dr. Pearly Lim

23. THE EXTENT OF THE USE OF PROTECTIVE BARRIERS OF HOSPITAL DENTIST IN THE SELECTED HOSPITAL IN METRO MANILA
   Bruzo, Norbeth; Ghassemi, Amir V.; Kuo, Yen-chun; Pancipane, Sheena P.; Payao AllanP.; Safari, Peyman B.; Sales Edward B.; Dr. Maria Wanda Martinez

24. ORAL HEALTH STATUS OF STUDENTS WITH SMOKING HABITS
   Alekhine S. Cortes; Moones Rostami Z. Khanghahi; Cyrill A. Tajanlangit; Edelweiss F.

25. PINEAPPLE LEAF FIBER AS AN ALTERNATIVE SUTURING THREAD
   Marylin V. Ang; Essen Rose B. Baldoz; Sanserei Aiah R. Pilapil; Dee Y. Puzon; Jennilyn C. Sy; Dr. Javier Sotelo; Dr. Pearly Lim

26. TUBA TUBA (Jatropha curcas) BARK AS AN ANTI-HEMORRHAGIC AGENT
27. BLACK PEPPER (Piper nigrum) EXTRACT AS AN ALTERNATIVE TOPICAL ANESTHETIC AGENT: AN ASSESSMENT
Cabildo, Ma. Ardes F.; De Jesus, Aarika Maika O.; Garcia, Jeunnesse Christine R.; Otarra, Jedrick M.; Valencia, Jeime Ralph E.; Dr. Javier Sotelo; Dr. Pearly Lim

28. An Assessment of Sterilization Technique Used by Dental Clinicians
Aberin, Maria Louisa; Datoy, Kathreene Fer; Golshahiparashkoh, Mahdi; Valle, Lira Joy; Vizcarra, Leo Alejandro

29. GYPSUM I (Plaster of Paris) AS AN ALTERNATIVE ROOT CANAL FILLING MATERIAL IN ENDOdontics: An IN VITro STUDY
De Lasan, Rosalyn T.; Inciong, Caren Ann M.; Isnain, Nor Ainee M.; Cullano, Ryan Ardie M.; Dr. Alden Aguilar; Dr. Pearly Lim

30. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ANISE (Pimpinella anism) SEED EXTRACT AN ALTERNATIVE MOUTHWASH
Ma. Rea Katrina Corpuz; Germaine Therese dela Cerna, Jessica Hernando, Nasrin Khabazzadeh-Kianian, Damri Thongnoi, Mr. Hans Lu; Dr. Pearly Lim

31. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE FROM GUAVA WOOD ASH AS A TOOTH BLEACHING AGENT: AN IN VITRO STUDY
Alizadeh, A. D., Agahan, M. A. D., Esguerra, K. M. C., Kho, S. G. R., Mendoza, L., Martinez, M. W.,
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FACULTY RESEARCHES

1. THE PERFORMANCE OF CEU SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY GRADUATES IN THE JUNE 2009 DENTISTS LICENSURE EXAMINATION (DLE)
Pearly P. Lim, PhD; Maria Jona D. Godoy, PhD; Epifanio M. Abarro Jr., PhD; Romina R. Barcarse, PhD

2. DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A PROPOSED REFRESHER COURSE FOR THE DENTISTS’ LICENSURE EXAMINATION
Maria Wanda I. Martinez, PhD
3. PERCEIVED LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS OF SELECTED DENTIST IN THE MANAGEMENT OF GERIATIC PATIENTS: BASIS OF A PROPOSED GERIATIC MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR DENTIST SCHOOLS
   Roseanna Carolina A. Magtibay, DMD, MA, MS, PhD

4. ORAL HEALTH PRACTICES AMONG THE ELDERLY PEOPLE OF MALOLOS, BULACAN
   Maria Jona D. Godoy, PhD ; Pearly P. Lim, PhD; Shirley S. Wong, PhD

5. DENTISTS’ PERCEIVED AWARENESS OF THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ORAL CANCER: BASIS OF A PROPOSED CURRICULAR INTEGRATION IN THE DENTISTRY PROGRAM
   Bernardita P. Agustin, PhD

6. IMPACT OF EDUCATION TO THE ORAL HEALTH STATUS AMONG ELDERS
   Shirley S. Wong, PhD; Maria Jona D. Godoy PhD ; Pearly P. Lim, PhD

7. ANALYSIS OF THE MANAGEMENT SKILLS OF DEANS AND HEADS OF SELECTED DENTAL SCHOOLS IN THE PHILIPPINES: INPUT FOR A PROPOSED MODEL OF TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR DENTAL SCHOOLS
   Lilia M. Mendoza, PhD

STUDENT RESEARCHES

1. THE EFFECT OF RADISH (Raphanus sativus) EXTRACT AGAINST STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS
   Kristela Camae A. Acaylar, Sherglaisha S. Alpha, Joanna O. Chan, Mary Grace E. Deletina, Rami B. Hasne, Mr. Hans Lu, Dr. Pearly Lim

2. INCIDENCE OF ORAL LESIONS AMONG THE BETELNUT CHEWERS IN BICOL REGION
   Boja, Maria Lida A., De Jesus, Ma. Kristina E., Lucas, Jacklyne Audrey P., Millete, Mary Jean L.

3. HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF A WOUND WITH PINEAPPLE (Ananas comosus) FIBER IMMERSED IN MALUNGGAY (MORINGA OLEIFERA) LEAVES EXTRACT AS SUTURING MATERIAL
   Christa Joyce A. Cavite, Leo L. Ladagan, Patricia Marie F. Martin, Giselle G. Martinez, Shyr Anne A. Naperi, Leocel D. Torres, Dr. Jim Fernandez, Dr. Pearly Lim

4. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ONION EXTRACT (ALLIUM CEPA) AGAINST CANDIDA ALBICANS
   P.T. Uy, K.L. Benedicto, C.L. Cervantes, D.P. Fernandez, J.P. Valde, Dr. J. L. Fernandez, Dr. P. P. Lim

5. OREGANO (Oreganum vulgare) AS AN ALTERNATIVE DISINFECTANT FOR DENTAL EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS
   Ahmad Soltaniazar, Agape Faith A. Verana, Erica Anne M. Pascual, Mu Ching Cindy Wang, Rhea Lynn M. Regilme, Dr. Peter Bonilla, Dr. Pearly Lim
6. ORAL HEALTH STATUS OF SELECTED RESIDENTS OF BARANGAY 10,11 and 12 IN CAVITE CITY
   Lumbang, Abegail M., Narte, Joanne Faith N., Oamil, Ruben M., Quito, Noemi M.; Velasco, Rachel Ann A

7. KAMIAS (Avverhoa bilimbi) FRUIT EXTRACT AS A DENTURE BASE STAIN REMOVER
   Bunnell, Albert Lawrence; Limjuico, May Anne; Loquias, Marie Angelica; Sebastian, Karen Kate; Uyan, Immaya; Dr. Rowena Mercado; Dr. Pearly Lim

8. COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF MUSIC ON PEDIATRIC PATIENTS
   Joshua T. Aguila; Marie Kamille D. Cinco; Katherine Escel R. Cuasay; Joy Lyn Ilustre; Marilyn D. C. Javier; Dr. Lilia Co; Dr. Maria Wanda Martinez

9. THE USE OF CRUDE ALICIN EXTRACT FROM GARLIC (Allium sativum) AS AN ALTERNATIVE STERILIZING AGENT FOR DENTALINSTRUMENTS
   Anasarias, Edriann S.; Liat, Roes Mae G.; Lim, Shim Dane Kelsey DG.; Martines, Joy Angelica; Narciso, Anabelle B.; Dr. Romina Barcarse; Dr. Pearly Lim

10. OKRA FIBER (Abelmoschus esculentus) AS AN ALTERNATIVE SUTURING THREAD
    Angelica Cruz, Jose Gabriel Robles, Kay Valenzuela, Anne Lorraine Tongol, Mei Chun Wu; Dr. Shirley Wong

11. OKRA (Abelmoschus esculentus) MUCILAGE EXTRACT AS DENTAL GYPSUM MATERIAL ADHESIVE
    Angelica Cruz, Jose Gabriel Robles, Kay Valenzuela, Anne Lorraine Tongol, Mei Chun Wu; Dr. Shirley Wong
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FACULTY RESEARCHES

1. THE PERFORMANCE OF CEU SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY GRADUATES IN THE JUNE 2010 DENTISTS LICENSURE EXAMINATION (DLE)
   Pearly P. Lim, PhD; Maria Jona D. Godoy, PhD; Epifanio M. Abarro Jr., PhD

2. PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF FOREIGN GRADUATES OF CEU SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY: A TRACER STUDY
   Lea Lisa N. Sadural, PhD; Maria Jona D. Godoy, PhD; Pearly P. Lim, PhD

3. THE PERFORMANCE OF CEU SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY GRADUATES IN THE DECEMBER 2010 DENTISTS LICENSURE EXAMINATION (DLE)
   Epifanio M. Abarro Jr., PhD; Pearly P. Lim, PhD; Maria Jona D. Godoy, PhD

4. AN ASSESSMENT OF A SCHOOL-BASED DENTAL CARE PROGRAM
   Joann F. Joven, DMD MA MS Ph D; Luisa R. Clemente, DMD MA MS
5. **AN ASSESSMENT OF A SCHOOL-BASED DENTAL CARE PROGRAM**  
   Joann F. Joven, DMD MA MS Ph D; Luisa R. Clemente, DMD MA MS; Editha V. Maralit, DMD MPA MS; Rosemarie C. Orpilla, DMD MA MS; Lea Lisa N. Sadural, DMD MA MS

6. **FACTORS AFFECTING pH OF SALIVA AMONG URBAN AND RURAL CHILDREN**  
   Shirley S. Wong, DMD, MA, MS, PhD; Rosario M. Bañares, DMD, MA, MS; Marcela B. Leoncio, DMD, MA

7. **ASSESSMENT OF THE LEVEL OF AWARENESS OF PRACTISING DENTISTS IN FORENSIC DENTISTRY: BASIS FOR A PROPOSED TRAINING PROGRAM**  
   Javier A. Sotelo, DMD, MA, MS, PhD

8. **THE ORAL HEALTH STATUS OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS IN SELECTED PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN METRO-MANILA: BASIS OF A PROPOSED SCHOOL-BASED ORAL HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR SPECIAL CHILDREN**  
   Jim L. Fernandez, DMD, MA, MS, PhD

9. **ASSESSMENT OF THE DENTAL CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, AND FACILITIES OF CENTRO ESCOLAR UNIVERSITY BY ITS FOREIGN GRADUATES: BASIS OF A PROPOSED GLOBALLY RELEVANT DENTAL CURRICULUM**  
   Lea Lisa E. Navarro-Sadural, DMD, MA, MS, PhD

10. **THE DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A PROPOSED MANUAL IN ENDODONTIC LABORATORY SUBJECT**  
    Maria Liza M. Orense, DMD, MA

11. **PERCEIVED LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS OF DENTAL CLINICIANS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: BASIS OF A PROPOSED COURSE FOR SPECIAL CARE DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN**  
    Ma. Cherry Balajadia Serrano, DMD, MA, MS, PhD

12. **THE SCHOOL-BASED ORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF SELECTED COLLEGES OF DENTISTRY IN THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION: BASIS OF A PROPOSED SCHOOL-BASED ORAL HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAM**  
    Girly M. Nunag, DMD, MA, MS, PhD

**STUDENT RESEARCHES**

1. **CHICO (Achras sapota Linnaeus) SAP PREPARATION AS A POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE TO THERMOPLASTICIZED GUTTA PERCHA IN ROOT CANAL THERAPY**  
   Mary Grace C. Lapid, Maradane R. Mabanag, Mariel Angela I. Principe, Kianoush Rahimi, Valerie Anne Cyndelle M. San Juan, Jomariezen G. Talag, Dr. Peter Y. Bonilla; Dr. Pearly Lim

2. **A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE USE OF SUTURING THREAD WITH AND WITHOUT AMPALAYA (MOMORDICA CHARANTIA) EXTRACT**  
   L.L.I. Acuña; J.S. Germar; M.H. Kim; P.K.A. Perea; C.P. Sanz; P. Solaimani;
3. ABRASIVE CAPABILITY OF GROUND TAMARIND SHELL (Tamarindus Indica) AS POLISHING AGENT FOR METAL FRAMEWORK
Misagh Bahadoran, Franchesca S. Meneses, Dianne Kristine Sayat, Ushel Salada, Anne Marie A. Sureta, Antonio Sarmiento, Wilfredo Espineli

4. A HISTOLOGICAL STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF PHILIPPINE BEE PROPOLIS EXTRACT ON DENTAL EXTRACTION WOUND HEALING
Divinae Gratiae D. Del Rio; Katrina S. Apo; Kriscel Ann T. Serrano; Roseanne S. dela Pisa; Teodoro M. Orendain Jr.
Dr. Javier A. Sotelo. Dr. Rowena Mercado

5. AN IN VITRO STUDY OF BETEL LEAF (Piper Betel) OIL USED AS ANTIMICROBIAL AGENT FOR PERIAPICAL ABSCESS
Ana Amani Lori, Gretchen Dice D. Bernardino, Jessica Lyn A. Blanas, Lorena Joyce C. Libatique, Ma. Zahara D. Zapata,
Dr. RowenaMercado, Dr. Maria Wanda Martinez

6. ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTY OF MANGO (Mangifera indica.) PEEL EXTRACT AS A MOUTHWASH
Dayle Francesca Aragones; Charmainne Diaz; Kristina Izza Dollentas; Rose Semsarzadeh; Rustanette Diane Tan Dr. Peter Bonilla, Dr. Maria Wanda Martinez

7. BEETROOT AS A DISCLOSING AGENT
Averia, Suzanne M., Choi, Eunji, Gholami, Reza, Jurado, Kristina Coleen R., Saez, Florence, Dr. Maria Elena M. Caligagan

8. DETERMINATION OF FLUORIDE CONTENT IN COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE BOTTLED GREEN TEA
C.F. Bernardo, S.G. Bucad, T.J. Chung, Y.Y. Hui, J.A.F Vilchez, Dr. Cynthia S. Chny, Dr. Rowena E. Mercado

9. COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DIFFERENT DILUTIONS OF CHLORINE DIOXIDE CONTAINING MOUTHWASHES
A.E.Garcia, F.D.Ghorbel, C.Marasigan, F.Sarmiento, H.T. Lu, M.W.Martinez

10. DIMENSIONAL CHANGES OF ACRYLIC DENTURE MATERIALS AFTER MICROWAVE EXPOSURE
D.F.C. Cabrera, F.M. Fernandez, L.C. Jaramillo, P.B. Rivera, G.R. Romero

11. EFFECT OF DESENSITIZING TOOTHPASTE ON ACID-FUME FACTORY WORKERS WITH TOOTH HYPERSENSITIVITY
Aiza Rose T. Casupang, Maryam Maghsoudloo, Maria Vilma O. Pasion, Christine Joyce M. Remo, Melissa Ingrid C. Tan, Renesa Q. Tolentino, Dr. Jim Fernandez, Dr. Pearly Lim

12. EFFICACY OF SPILANTHES ACMELLA AS ORAL TOPICAL ANESTHESIA
Azinfar, Arman, Dy, Lily Anne S., Lagumbay, Myra P., Pascua, Floralyn Diane, T., Tresvalles, Diana T. Ariel A. Darilag
13. LEVEL OF AWARENESS OF DENTISTRY PROPER STUDENTS ON DENTIN HYPERSENSITIVITY
   Somayeh Ahmadnejad, Ma. Cecilia P. Eduardo, Mary Anthonette B. Grageda, Abbey P. Hernandez, Ma. Cloe Anne C. Serrano, Dr. Lea Lisa N. Sadural; Dr. Pearly Lim

14. IN VITRO TEST: THE EFFECTS OF MALT BEER ON COMPOSITE RESIN

15. PERCEIVED LEVEL OF SKILL IN USING DIAGNOSTIC AIDS FOR DIAGNOSING PERIODONTAL DISEASE.
   Dadollahi Sarab Sanaz, Habibi Elnaz, Leah R. Aldeza

16. STAINING EFFECT OF DISCLOSING AGENT ON TOOTH-COLORED RESTORATIVE MATERIALS

17. TANGLAD STALK (Cymbopogon citratus) AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO TOOTHBRUSH
   Navasca, Glenn Anthony; de Guzman, Cris Lorenz; Cruz, Michael Alan; Mangilit, Raivena Princezz; Viterbo, Rouz Angelique; Aguilar, Marissa

18. THE BACTERIOSTATIC EFFECT OF GINGER ROOT EXTRACT ON STREPTOCCUS MUTANS
   Camille P. Cenia, Mark David S. Concepcion, Jennifer Charlotte A. de Luna, Marian Jane J. Magno, Mary Rose D. Roxas, Heidar Zohrehei, Hans T. Lu; Pearly Lim

19. THE COMPARISON OF THE GROWTH OF BACTERIA IN AMALGAM AND COMPOSITE RESIN RESTORATIONS
   Shiel Jedidiah Bacani, April Rose Gutierrez, Angelie Zyra, Mirador, Paul Joseph Pallarca, Maricar Joy Andres, Rowena Mercado

20. THE EFFECT OF ALUGBATI FRUIT (BASILIA RUBRA LINN) EXTRACT ON TOOTH SURFACE
    Boter, Abigaille, Malabed Frances Renee, Manalo, Marica Kristina, Sortijas, Roxanne, Henry Romero

21. THE EFFECT OF CRUDE CORN COB EXTRACT ON THE pH LEVEL OF SALIVA
    Cruz, Mary Grace Karla M, De Ocampo, Ivan Gail B., Ebina, Marie Antonette F., Hernal, Christian S., Macawili, Maevel D., Romina Barcarse

22. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CHEWING GUM WITH TOOTH WHITENING AGENT

23. THE EFFECTS OF FRUIT JUICE IN THE CEMENTUM
    Abellon, Lyra Eirene Mae M., Adarlo, Maria Cecilia C., Ahmednejad, Sahar, Ancheta, Mariz T., Estolero, Santina V. Garcia, Fatima Therese M., Jocelyn Flores, Pearly P. Lim
FACULTY RESEARCHES

1. NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF PRE-CLINICAL PROSTHODONTICS SUBJECTS: BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF LABORATORY MANUALS
   Angelina T. Tajud, Ph.D.

2. SUBSTANTIVITY OF ALTERNATIVE MOUTHWASHES AND THEIR ANTIMICROBIAL EFFECT ON PERIODONTAL PATHOGENS
   Mary Iodine S. Lacanienta, Ph.D.

3. RESEARCH PROGRAMS OF SELECTED SOUTHEAST ASIAN DENTAL SCHOOLS: BASIS FOR A PROPOSED ENHANCED RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR CENTRO ESCOLAR UNIVERSITY
   Rosario M. Bañares, Ph.D.

4. CORRELATION BETWEEN FINAL GRADES IN PRE-CLINICAL SUBJECTS AND SELECTED ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE FACTORS: BASIS OF PROPOSED TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS PROGRAM
   Regina Librada J. Santiago-Amil, Ph.D.

5. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL CLEANSING ABILITY OF TOOTHBRUSH AMONG CHILDREN
   Shirley S. Wong, DMD, MA, MS, PhD, Marcela B. Leoncio DMD MA; Maria Asuncion P. Villanueva, DMD,MA

STUDENT RESEARCHES

1. OSTRICH (Struthiocamelos) EGGSHELL AS A XENOGRAFT FOR IMMEDIATE ALVEOLAR SOCKET PRESEARVATION
   Mostafa L. Mehrafsha; Patricia Diana S. Suiza; Beverly A. Go;
   Dr. Javier A. Sotelo; Dr. Pearly Lim
2. THE CLINICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SNAIL (achatinafullicabowdich) SLIME AS TOPICAL ANESTHETIC  
   Dr. Romina R. Barcarse; Dr. Pearly Lim

3. THE HEMOSTATIC PROPERTY OF BALIMBING (Averrhoacarambola Linn.) EXTRACT  
   Jammila Rose L. Dirain, Dianne H. Miranda, Isabelle Anne B. Ruar, Ma. Therese Blanche O. Sta. Maria, Angeliza Z. Velasquez; Dr. Romina Barcarse; Dr. Pearly Lim

4. EFFECT OF WHEATGRASS JUICE ON THE SALIVARY FLOW RATE, pH AND BUFFERING CAPACITY  
   Hallili, Paola V.; Ines, Ma.Avelina M.; Khaledi, Maziar C.; Sarmiento, Camille Anne B.; Surio, Babie Janine M.; Dr. Jim L. Fernandez; Dr. Pearly Lim

5. THE PRODUCTION OF COLLAGEN MEMBRANE DERIVED FROM GAS BLADDER OF JANITOR FISH (Pterygoplichthyspardalis) As AN ALTERNATIVE FOR GUIDED TISSUE REGENERATION  
   Dyna Jeanne D. Godoy; JuedeKristan M. Gonzales; Patrick Angelo S. Lim; Kristine Camille G. Suarez; Archin Houman; Mr. Hans T. Lu; Dr. Pearly P. Lim

6. EFFECTS OF TWO CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBAMIDE PEROXIDE BLEACHING SYSTEMS IN COMPOSITE RESTORATION  
   Airanelle Rose D. Antonio; Patrizia Camille N. Ildefonso; Ariniña I. Lao; Jasmin D. Lim; HamedMesgarzahdehSaffar; Dr. Rowena Mercado; Dr. Pearly P. Lim

7. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CALCIUM HYDROXIDE OBTAINED FROM CHICKEN EGGSHELLS AGAINST STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS  
   Go, GermilynKrizza C., Garcia, Nicole Ann B., Fabian, Kristinelli B., Eullo, Ralph Jerrold D., Azizi, Mostafa; Dr. Peter Y. Bonilla; Dr. Pearly P. Lim

8. BLOOD MERCURY CONCENTRATION OF DENTAL CLINICIANS OF CENTRO ESCOLAR UNIVERSITY  
   Zare, Hajar; Sy, Fanny D.; Lin, Kang-Ho; Enriquez, Catherine Ann A. Sohrabi, Negin; Reyes, Christine Anne Y.; Cervantes, Charleen; Ramesh, Ramohamad; Dr. Peter Bonilla; Dr. Rowena Mercado

9. A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF OBTURATION DENSITY IN LATERAL COMPACTION TECHNIQUEUSING STAINLESS STEEL AND NICKEL TITANIUM SPREADERS ON STRAIGHT CANALS  
   Amen Nicholle R. Silvestre, kaatherine D. Cruz, Samantha Leonore C. Yago, Maryam R. Barshoee; Dr. Maria Liza Orense; Dr. Pearly P. Lim

10. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECTIVITY OF THE ANTI MICROBIAL PROPERTY OF TALAHIB (Saccharumspontaneum)LEAVES EXTRACT AND COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MOUTHWASHES.  
    Flores, M.F.S., Galope, M.B., Isidro, F.P., Lajara, R.F.C, Wong S.S